
WINSCREEN



TablesWin is a technologically advanced casino furniture brand at the cutting edge of 
design and manufacturing excellence. Created by the renowned Meneghetti Mobili 
interiors company, famous for its long-standing Bassano artisan joinery, Tableswin also 
draws upon decades of dedicated craftsmanship.

Our customised casino furniture is tailormade to meet our clients’ exacting requirements, 
with each piece exemplifying our desire to meet their expectations. Combining 
a commitment to the finest raw materials and the application of the latest digital 
developments, we create the masterpieces of the future.



WINSCREEN - OVERVIEW

Features:

WinscreenTM interactive displays bring the excitement of multimedia broadcasting to the casino floor.
Sited at the table, WinscreenTM shows game results as they happen, broadcasts promotional messages and delivers 
customer service information including table limits, game rules, paytables, progressive jackpots and service call 
features.
These high-definition screens help attract players to the table, can offer guidance to novice gamers, and enhance the 
thrill of the casino for guests throughout the room, as well as provide a valuable advertising revenue stream. 
The highly flexible front-end software allows a Winscreen to host multiple games, each with fully customisable screen 
layouts rather than generic presets.

- Single or dual sided
- LED stripes
- 23”, 27”, 27” slim, 28” Stretch, or 32”
- Portrait or Landscape
- Graphic layout completely customizable
- Optional security cameras on the side of the display
- Optional camera for winning numbers (Roulette)
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WinscreenTM display system is the icing on the cake which allows you on roulette table to show results, statistics and 
promotional material in HD. Tableswin roulette wheel and any other 3rd party wheels could send the data via camera, 
embedded sensors or on rim sensors. Also there is the keypad option, for manual entry data as min/max. Winscreen is fully 
customizable in a wide range of layout as customized advertising and video animation.

Winscreen works with:
- Tableswin wheels (via in-rim sensors or camera)
- 3rd party wheels (via camera, sensors or on rim reader head)
- Manual input (by keypad)

WINSCREEN FOR ROULETTE

Winscreen 27”



AR3
MIN

€ 5
MAX

€300

TABLE

CASINO LOGO 
The casino’s logo and colors 
can be integrated into the 
display to enhance brand 
identity.

NUMBER LISTING 
Shows the last winning 
numbers.

TABLE NUMBER
Shows the table number.

MIN/MAX
Betting limits can be preloaded 
into the display, allowing the 
dealer to quickly change 
paytable when necessary.

CUSTOM ADVERTISING 
Display promotional material 
and custom advertising.
Possibility to show also 
the paytable that changes 
automatically when you change 
min/max.

HOT/COOL NUMBERS 
Shows the last hot and cool 
numbers calculated on the last 
300 games.

VIDEO ANIMATION 
Shows the winning number.
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Winscreen 27”Lite demarcates your vision with an almost borderless screen. The stunning 27-inch flatbed switching screen 
not only offers QHD sharpness and factory calibrated color accuracy, but also maximizes your view thanks to its nearly 
borderless 4-sided design. Width: 47 mm.
It can be single side or double sided.

WINSCREEN LITE FOR ROULETTE STANDARD LAYOUT (fully customizable)

Winscreen 27” Lite

Top View

Winscreen Lite works with:
- Tableswin wheels (via in-rim sensors or camera)
- 3rd party wheels (via camera, sensors or on rim reader head)
- Manual input (by keypad)



STAT I ST I C S  S O F T WA R E



Thanks to Tableswin Wheel Performance, the operator can easily keep an eye on the progress of one or more wheels in 
real time. The information collected relates to the number of spins, the history of the winning numbers and many other 
useful information for the operator to understand if there are any malfunctions. All these data are expressed through 
easy-to-understand graphs and can also be exported to be used in the best possible way by the Casino for any analysis.
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TABLESWIN WHEEL PERFORMANCE



Baccarat will be easier to play with WinscreenTM HD graphics. With manual entry via keypad, Winscreen is the ideal 
product to enhance your Baccarat and Punto Banco tables.

WINSCREEN FOR BACCARAT

Winscreen works with:
- Manual input (by keypad)

Blackjack Winscreen is exactly what you need when you’re looking for technology and fun together, thanks to the wide 
range of customization and animations at your fingertip. Results and statistics can be entered manually with the numeric 
keypad.

WINSCREEN FOR BLACKJACK

Winscreen works with:
- Manual input (by keypad)
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HEADQUARTER

via Borgo Zucco 52

Tezze sul Brenta - 36056

Vicenza - Italy

CONTACTS 

Tableswin S.r.l

Gaming Tables &

 Casino Equipment

www.tables-win.com

info@tableswin.com

+39 0424 861262

VAT NR. 03988060244




